
-Complete the following passage from the words below: -  

For two years Salah Al_Din and king Richard fought …………..(1) each other . During that king 

Richard was ……………… (2). Salah Al_Din knew that king Richard was ill.  ……… (3)sent his 

doctor to help him . When he arrived, he announced I came in a peace …….(4) help king richard . 

It was  that, king Richard and his men realized what they heard about Salah Al_Din's goodness was 

true.  

toward  -which              d   -c              against  -b            during  -a    -1 

removed  -approach          d -announced        c  -b          wounded -a   -2 

Him   -His                   d -Her                   c  -b                    He -a   -3 

about    -from               d  -c                      to   -With                 b -a4_   

Choose the correct situation: 

1 – What you say when you offering help? 

_ Let me give you a hand            c _ What’s upba_ Hi                   

2 _ What you say when you greet people? 

_ Hi, what’s up                          c_ ByebCan I help           -a  

3 _ What you say when you  making a suggestion to someone? 

How about      b_ Good morning                         c_ Hello  - a 

4 _  What you say when you disagree with someone? 

_ I'm a afraid I disagree         b_ Hi                       c_ Bye  a 

5 _ What you say when apologize for a mistake? 

_ Sorry                           c _ Hi ba _ Nice chance                 

 

 

 

 

 

 



-meaning : Match the words with it's - 

 

Disappeared              (    2     )follow 1- 

  

Pursue                       (    3     ) make bigger 2- 

 

Expand                      (    4    ) choose 3- 

 

Pick out                     (    1     ) vanished 4- 

Choose the right answer : - 

_ is up to _ was about _ is for). being time the forThe children are quiet,(  -1 

  

_ reach ) you a cup of tea in a minute. bringMy assistant will  (take _ carry _  -2 

 

_ least _once ) messAfter cooking, Sally always leaves the kitchen in a (detail _  -3 

 

_ keep _ lose _ round) a meeting next week. holdingcompany is( The  -4 

-Complete the following passage from the words below: - 

Nasser ……….. (1) my friend.  ……….. (2) is a great doctor . He ………………. (3) 

 spending his free time on reading books and playing tennis . He is a hard working person 

 and his work is interested. 

were -am            d -are             c -is             b  -a - 1 

Him -She           d -He              c -bI                 -a  - 2 

liking -to like       d -liked          c -likes         b -a - 3 



- -Match the words with it's meaning : 

disappeared                    (    2     )  follow 1- 

pursue                            (     3    ) make bigger    2- 

expand                           (   4      ) choose   3- 

pick out                          (    1     ) vanished  4 

 

-Match the words with it's meaning : - 

odd                             (    3     )  very quickly 1- 

pursue                        (    4     )   admitted 2- 

in no time                   (  1       )    strange    3- 

confessed                    (      2  )     follow  4- 

 

 -Choose the right answer : 

 

_ is up to _ was about _ is for).  being time the forThe children are quiet, ( -1 

_ reach ) you a cup of tea in a minute. bring assistant will  (take _ carry _My  -2 

_ least _once  ) messAfter cooking, Sally always leaves the kitchen in a (detail _  -3  

 _ keep _ lose _ round) a meeting next week. holdingThe company is (  4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The train ………..already …………..when we got the station. 1- 

are leaving -leaves               d -leave                c  -b                left had – a 

Waleed ……………………..in London for 5 years when Ali moved to Paris. 2- 

were living -d                lived     -c         lives         -b          living been had- a  

………………. the heavy rain, it was very hot. 3-  

In order to  -So that                    d  -c                     Despite  -b         So as              -a 

4-It was great ………………….. you after such a long time. 

seen   -d                see to  -c                     saw         -b                      had seen    -a 

5- We always go …………………… on Friday.  

fishing   -d      fishes             -c                  fish            -b                      would fish -a  

Nasser shouldn't have …………….. at Ahmed today .  6- 

shouts  -d                shouting -c                            shout      -b                   shouted -a 

7_ If you ……………. your degree, you might have found a better job. 

completing  -was completing            d-c          completed had  -completes          b -a 

I wish I ……………….. a better salary. 8- 

is having  -d                            had -have                  c  -b                    having    -a  

I would rather ……………….  at home today. 9- 

stayed  -d              staying              -c               stays    -b                        stay -a 

-  Ali and Omar are cousins. ……………. are  in a team.01   

Neither-d                            None  -c                    All    -b                      Both -a 

 

 

 

 

 



Read the following passage. Then choose the correct answer - 

The Royal Dragon is a restaurant in Bangkok, Thailand. It is a very big restaurant. It was recorded 

as the world's largest restaurant in 1992 by Guinness Book World's Records. There is an enormous 

here are 541 waiters. They take the cook 3000 meals every hours! T Theykitchen with 322 chefs. 

plates to the tables. They wear roller skates because some of the tables are a long way from the 

kitchen. The Royal Dragon Restaurant is decorated in Chinese atmosphere. Within the huge area of 

8.35 acres, 4 acres are allocated to accommodation as many as 5000 customers. The parking area is 

2 acres capable of accommodating 200 cars. The remaining area is used for kitchens, offices and 

employee living quarter. There are also Thai cultural shows. The shows are about the native story 

of some parts of Thailand. A lot of people have their meals at the restaurant because the food is 

delicious . 

This passage is mainly about……………………-1   

d_ views        Dragon Royal the a_ the waiter            b_  Guinness               c_ 

2 - where is the Royal Dragon? 

b_ Japan                c_ The USA                      d_ China                  Thailanda_  

refers to…………………… theyThe underline pronoun  -3  

d_ acres                            chefsa_ plates                     b_ meals                c_  

How is the restaurant decorated?  4- 

b_ in red          c_ in yellow          d_ with plants           atmosphere Chinese in _a 

- why do a lot of people have their meals at the Royal Dragon? 5  

d_ it is huge        c_ it is famous              delicious is food the b_        _ it is cheap a 

-Put (T) for true and (F) for false: 

1 – The Royal Dragon is  large.                                   (    T   ) 

2 – There are 221 chefs in the restaurant.                    (    F   ) 

3 – The waiters wear roller skates.                               (   T   ) 

4 – The parking can contain about 700 cars.                (   F  ) 

5 -  Restaurant also has interests of local culture.        (   T  ) 

____

 _5      



 


